
Vacuum Cleaners 

SA-VP4001BS

Highligths

 2-in-1 cordless multi-use handstick vacuum cleaner with

Inverter motor and set of brushes for removing animal

hair. Convenient operation and precise cleaning  Thanks

to the wireless technology of the Sharp vacuum cleaner,

you can easily vacuum hard floors, carpets, stairs ceiling

corners and upholstered furniture. Pet owners will

particularly appreciate the set of handy brushes for

removing animal hair.

Special set of brushes for removing animal hair

Long operating time and quick battery charging

Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning

Up to 130 m²** on a single battery charge

Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

to extend reach and make cleaning easy

Removable lithium-ion battery

AnimalJet motorised turbo-brush with LED lighting



Vertical parking position - ergonomic design

 4-stage filtration that traps 99.5% of dust, pollen and

bacteria

Reliable inverter motor Various operating modes: carpet,

hard floor, max mode



Different needs require different

options of cleaning. The latest

generation of lithium-ion batteries

24V and advanced brushless

motor give you up to 60* minutes

of cleaning time  in normal mode,

and 14 minutes in turbo mode,

before you need to recharge.

The brushless motor guarantees a

quiet operation of the device.

Owing to its design, it is extremely

durable and reliable. Regardless of

the surface that needs to be

cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an

inverter motor have high suction

power and are very efficient.

High quality 24V lithium-ion

batteries Easy of battery exchange

Possibility of extention operation

time up to 120 min with additional

battery (sold separately by

authorised service partner).

The vacuum cleaner does not

need a stand and will remain

upright wherever you leave it. You

don't need to bend down to grab it

every time you want to take a

break from cleaning. The standing

position also makes it easier to

store the vacuum cleaner in a

wardrobe or a closet. If you prefer,

you can hang the device on a

special wall-mounted holder.

Animal Set  A practical set of

brushes will allow you to eas- ily

remove hair and pet hair from all

surfaces, for instance from sofas.

You can also use the spiked brush

for the regular grooming of your

pets to gently remove any loose

hair during the shedding period.

Thanks to the wireless technology

of the Sharp vacuum cleaner, you

can easily vacuum hard floors,

carpets, stairs and corners under

the ceiling, as well as upholstered

furniture. Pet owners will

particularly appreciate a set of

practical brushes for removing

animal hair.



Key Features

Cordless Multiuse Handstick

  2 in 1

Handheld

  Yes

Wet cleaning

  No

Inverter motor

  Yes / BLDC (Brushless)

Running time in min (eco/turbo

mode)*

  up to 60 min/14 min

Option of extending running time**

  Yes

Max cleaning area in m2***

  130 m2

Battery type and battery power output

  Lithium-ion, 24V max

Removable Battery

  Yes

Adjustible Telescopic tube

  Yes

Vertical parking

  Yes

Motorized turbobrush

  Yes, Animal JET with LED

light

Main product color

  silver/black

 

Dimensions and Weight

Height

  110

Width

  25

Depth

  17

Product Weight Boxed

  5,2

Product Weight Unboxed (net)(kg)

  3,64

 

European Article Number

European Article Number 

  4974019150758

 

Accessories

Extendible telescopic tube

  Yes

Wall Mount Hanger for vacuum

cleaner and two accessoriess

  Yes

XL crevice tool

  Yes

2 in 1 tool (small brush & crevice

Niezzle)

  Yes

Extendible Hose

  Yes

Pet brush 

  Yes

Sofa brush

  Yes

Long flexible crevice Niezzle

  No

Soft brush

  No

Minielectrobrush

  No

Mop attachment with water tank and

2 pcs of mopping pads

  No

Charger

  Yes

Mop

  -

hygienic set

  -



special car set

  -

miniturbobrush

  -

pet set

  Yes

telescopic tube

  Yes

 

Other Convenient Features

Working modes

  2 (Eco/Turbo, Carpet/Hard

floor)

LED LIGHT in Motorized turbobrush

  Yes

Display 

  Yes

Noise level

  76dB in Eco mode, <82dB

in Turbo mode

Filtration system

  4-stage filtration

Filter type

  Epa E12 washable

Dust box capacity (in L)

  0.65L

Easy dust box cleaning

  Yes

Charging time 3,5h

  3.5 h

 

Cleaning Needs

Long cleaning up to 60 min

  Yes

Carpet & hardfloor

  Yes

 Wet cleaning

  -

Special car interior cleaning

  -

Upholstery or mattress cleaning

  Yes

Pet hair cleaning

  Yes

 

Who You Are

Allergic sufferes

  -

Pet owners

  Yes

Car owners

  -

Family with small Kids

  -

Aparments owner

  Yes

House owner

  Yes
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